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Bruno Giuffrè handles contentious and non-contentious matters in the
commercial, corporate, finance and insurance law areas.
Through the years he has gained unique expertise in managing legal issues relating to corporate
and professional risks and their litigation and insurance implications, with an emphasis on matters
relating to corporate liability and the liability of directors and officers, financial institutions,
professionals, as well as on large, complex and cross-border claims. He is admitted to the
Supreme Court.

Litigation, Arbitration
and Investigations

Insurance

Bruno is a member of DLA Piper’s International and Global Boards.

LANGUAGES SPOKEN

Italian English

Italian
English

Professional Qualifications
Avvocato admitted to the Milan Bar

Prior Experience
Before joining DLA Piper, Bruno worked for an important Italian law firm, also contributing to its development as Managing
Partner.

Recognitions
Bruno is ranked with the main legal directories (including The Legal 500 EMEA, Chambers Europe, Who's Who, Top
Legal) in the Dispute Resolution and Insurance areas.
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Education
Law degree, University of Milan Cattolica del Sacro Cuore.

Memberships
Member of Supervisory Boards established pursuant to the Italian Legislative Decree 231/2001 for financial institutions in Italy on
corporate liability
He founded and chairs AODV231, the Association of members of Supervisory Boards, the most representative association in this
field (www.aodv231.it)
Member of the International Bar Association (IBA), Committees: Business Organisation, Insurance
Member of NedCommunity, the Italian association of Non-executive and Independent directors

INSIGHTS
Bruno regularly participates, as a speaker, at seminars and conferences on topics relating his areas of experience.

Publications
#DeRisk Newsletter November 2020
13 November 2020
#DeRisk
Our insurance team in Italy introduces #DeRisk, the product of years of field experience combined with our insight into the latest trends
in risk management.

#DeRisk Newsletter April 2020
14 April 2020
#DeRisk
Our insurance team in Italy introduces #DeRisk, the product of years of field experience combined with our insight into the latest trends
in risk management.
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